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German Intellectuals and the Nazi Past

This book analyzes how West German intellectuals debated the Nazi past
and democratic future of their country. Rather than proceeding event by
event, it highlights the underlying issues at stake: the question of a stig-
matized nation and the polarized reactions to it that structured German
discussion and memory of the Nazi past. Paying close attention to the
generation of German intellectuals born during the Weimar Republic –
the forty-fivers – this book traces the drama of sixty years of bitter public
struggle about the meaning of the past. Did the Holocaust forever stain
German identity so that Germans could never again enjoy their national
emotions like other nationalities? Or were Germans unfairly singled out
for the crimes of their ancestors? By explaining how the perceived pol-
lution of family and national life affected German intellectuals, the book
shows that public debates cannot be isolated from the political emotions
of the intelligentsia.

A. Dirk Moses was educated in Australia, Scotland, the United States,
and Germany. He has taught history at the University of Sydney since
2000. Moses’ studies concern postwar Germany and comparative geno-
cide, for which he has received numerous fellowships, including a Charles
H. Revson Memorial Fellowship from the Center for Advanced Holocaust
Studies at the United States Holocaust Memorial and Museum, a German
Research Council Fellowship at the University of Freiburg, and an Aus-
tralian Research Council Discovery Grant. He is the editor of Empire,
Colony, Genocide (2008); Colonialism and Genocide (2007, with Dan
Stone); and Genocide and Settler Society: Frontier Violence and Stolen
Aboriginal Children in Australian History (2004). Moses is an associate
editor of the Journal of Genocide Research and sits on the advisory boards
of H-German, Patterns of Prejudice, and the Online Encyclopedia of Mass
Violence.
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“German Intellectuals and the Nazi Past is a brilliant contribution by one
of the most original voices today on German memory. Dirk Moses provides
a novel and challenging interpretation by arguing for the presence of an
underlying structure of post-Holocaust memory in West Germany, made by
two rival projects, that represented German political, theological emotions.
A book of arresting analysis!”

– Alon Confino, University of Virginia

“Dirk Moses illuminates post-fascist German political culture with a clar-
ity of vision, incisiveness of analysis, and sureness of context that make his
book a rare pleasure to read. The uncertain and arduous process of reclaim-
ing the nation – the commitment to re-grounding democratic values in a
society where the past seemed banished beyond reach – is at the core of his
account. Too frequently abstracted from their institutional, political, and
broader discursive histories, the debates of German intellectuals about the
Nazi past are presented here in rich and compelling detail.”

– Geoff Eley, University of Michigan

“A major rethinking of postwar German liberalism. Moses pierces through
the outpouring of writing by German intellectuals since 1945 – and the
great accumulation of scholarship about their work – to uncover a ‘deep
and enduring structure’ of public memory that characterizes the search
for German national identity after the Holocaust. A masterful analysis,
written with mordant insight.”

– Max Paul Friedman, American University

“Dirk Moses has written a masterful and engaging account of the long-
standing and still ongoing debates surrounding interpretations of the Nazi
past in the postwar Federal Republic of Germany. He challenges, and ulti-
mately refutes, the facile yet increasingly common argument that Germany
has now overcome its history and has entered the world of ‘normality.’
Instead, Moses shows how a deep intellectual disagreement about the
future shape and direction of German republicanism first emerged in the
early postwar period, and he demonstrates how this debate has adapted,
evolved, and persisted over the course of the last six decades.”

– Marc Morjé Howard, Georgetown University
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The end product of this global itinerary is not what some were anticipating.
Having published and presented papers on the “forty-fivers” cohort of intel-
lectuals (born in the 1920s and early 1930s), the expectation was that I would
be their generational biographer. Although the forty-fivers feature in the book,
I found that what required explanation was the underlying, transgenerational
structure of political discourse and political emotions centered on questions of
stigma, trauma, and basic trust in national traditions. This bundle of issues,
highlighted for me by readings in psychology and anthropology as well as
through an ethnographic immersion in German intellectual culture, accounted
for the vehemence and polarization of public debates about the Nazi past in
the Federal Republic. These debates were not seminars in the sky, ivory tower
exercises, or common room spats. They were discursive battles in a cultural
civil war to determine the meaning of German history and identity, a history
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not just reprising academic abstractions but fighting for national – and indeed
personal – redemption. This is what I hope to have succeeded in showing in
German Intellectuals and the Nazi Past.
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